INTRODUCTION
Unexpectedly long regions of extremely conserved DNA, known as ultraconserved elements, were first found by comparing the human, mouse and rat genomes 1 . Most are non protein-coding regions, unique to vertebrates, and have undergone little or no evolutionary change since mammal and bird ancestors diverged about 300 million years ago. We hypothesize that they are functional elements and thus remain under strong purifying selection, but evidence for such selection in the human population has not been previously presented. Although single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are rare in the ultras, our resequencing efforts have found enough segregating sites to analyze the frequency spectrum for evidence of purifying (negative) selection.
RESEQUENCED SAMPLES: DERIVED ALLELE FREQUENCY SPECTRA We analyzed resequencing data from 315 ultraconserved elements in 72 samples, a mixture of European American and African American individuals. We compare that to Seattle SNPs 2 resequencing data for 211 protein-coding genes in a set of 47 individuals of similar composition. The derived (non-ancestral) allele frequency spectrum for the ultraconserved elements shows fewer medium and high frequency sites (Fig 1) than nonsynonymous segregating sites in the exons of protein-coding genes. 
CONCLUSIONS
The derived allele frequency spectrum of the ultraconserved elements bears the hallmark of negative (purifying) selection in its deficit of medium and high frequency segregating sites. Any introduced mutations are deleterious and thus do not spread to high frequencies in populations. Using our model we estimate a mean negative selection coefficient for the ultras of -5.0 (implying a heterozygous fitness disadvantage of .025%), even after applying a correction for their inherent ascertainment bias. This is three times as strong as our estimate for nonsynonymous segregating sites in protein coding genes.
